From the Editor
“The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking.
It cannot be changes without changing our thinking.” – Albert
Einstein
I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in present
times when the education system is going through a roller
coaster.
Education is the major deciding factor of country’s growth
therefore; it is the duty of every citizen to build a strong base in education. Over the past
few years, country has seen tremendous change in the adaption of technology, which is a
great sign of country’s development in education sector.
Technology in particular has given beautiful wings to the reforms in education. The
booming demand of AI and rise of digitalization in education has seen tremendous
improvement in adoption and acceptance by institutions. While the digitalization is at the
verge of stabilization in most of the institutions, AI is still emerging. Digitalization has
become necessity, but AI is still an option with increased focus on life skills and
employability, institutions have seen and surge in enrolment of new subjects like robotics
and 3D printing. This is the beginning of “Change in thinking”!!!
In this edition of Education India, the cover story published is the most trending segment
of the education sector i.e. Artificial Intelligence in education. Introduction of AI is proof
of “Education has no limit”. The cover story will cover “how AI is being introduced in
developed country” and the challenges of AI in education.
This time, Education India has come up with a special “Outlook of the industry”, covering
the role of AR/VR in education taking over the traditional methods of teaching,
opportunities and challenges of AR/VR reality in education and last but not the least the
growth of extended reality in Indian Education sector.
This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top educationists, who have great
expertise in the education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried
implementing their ideas to transform the way of learning.
Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological
developments from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain
abreast about all key developments in India and globally.
I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!
Follow
www.eldrok.com
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Brainwonders
Sanfort Schools Launches Brainwonders Career Services in Delhi/NCR
In a milestone event, the Sanfort Group of Schools has taken a major initiative towards child development to partner with
Brainwonders- the largest in the field of career counselling and assessments.
The team of Sanfort Group of Schools lead by Mrs. Kavita Rathor (Founder Director), Dr. S. K. Rathor (Founder, Chairman & MD),
Sneha Rathor (CEO) and Abhishek Rathor (COO) who have set examples of excellence in the field of Early Education since 1999,
launched their own chain of Pre Schools in 2009 to cater to the treasure trove of India and other countries as well- the children.
To cherish this landmark association building a new legacy in the education sector, here is what Ms. Sneha Rathor (CEO, Sanfort
Group of Schools) has to say:
How did you start your journey to become the CEO of Sanfort Group of Schools?
At the age of 16, I was mesmerized by my parents' passion towards education and as I travelled the world, I was awestruck by
the way a child perceives the world around him/ her. That was the time knew that education was my calling.
At the age of 20, my first workshop helps me put one insight into perspective- parents are the key stakeholders. And thus, I
pursued my education in the same field.
When I became the Vice President (New Initiatives), I decided to hone my skills via research in the field and pursued my postgraduation from Leeds-Beckett University (UK) in Childhood Studies and Early Years.
Now, it gives me immense pleasure to head one of the most renowned preschool chain- Sanfort, in India and Abroad.
You serve as a role model to many in the education sector. What inspires your contributions to the industry?
I see myself as unconventional as I started as an educator in early 20s itself. I have received feedback suggesting that I have
'young ideas and energy' adding to the sector. I of course thank the guidance of various experts who have guided me. I would
like to state that education sector demands more young minds to grow more young minds, and I would always encourage this
wind of change. Thus, understanding the growth patterns of a child at an early age and groom it holistically is what pushes me.
Brainwonders fits in as the right choice to sole the dilemma. I am talking about addressing gaps beyond academics- including
physical, creative and life skills- instill in them the thought process to become a great human being.
The way that teachers are perceived by the society today and their training is one more void that I endeavour to fill in. This is
crucial. Keeping us updated in such a dynamic world, creating something unique for them every moment is the need of the hour.
Sanfort Group of Schools are renowned for their excellence. How has Sanfort Group of Schools grown to such heights?
It is an incredibly remarking journey- we have reached 250+ schools in India and neighbouring countries in a decade; and we are
not stopping anytime soon. I must credit this amazing growth to parents' faith in us and their understanding the significance of
preschool in a child's life.
Fostering the idea of innovation, you have recently become the Brainwonders Regional Career Counselling Centre for DelhiNCR. Why have you taken this unique Venture?
Our parents' support us to innovate. Our commitment to innovation is what helps us make a difference. Such growth has
attracted more investors as well.
As I mentioned, we seek uniqueness. And Brainwonders being a leading career counselling company offered us the same. Not
only is their concept highly researched and valued by top educators- the whole aspect of genetic intelligence thrives on
celebrating each child's unique potential.
With a constant hunger to provide quality oriented grooming of the child, Sanfort Group of Schools found their vision echoed
with Brainwonders- led by Mr Manish Naidu (Founder & CEO, Brainwonders). Mr Manish Naidu himself has initiated
Brainwonders in 2011 with the mission built up on the ‘Happy Child Concept’. Brainwonders caters to all age groups to not only
focus on the child, but work holistically with the ecosystem including the parents and teachers to ensure that child unlocks and
maximizes their true potential.
How will the students and parents of Delhi-NCR benefit from your partnership with Brainwonders Career Counselling
Company?
A great part of our journey is catered by our franchise partners- this is how we have expanded and finding the right association

helps us carry the name of the Sanfort group vision and mission ahead.

Brainwonders

Sanfort Group of Schools has now become a Regional Partner of Brainwonders for Delhi/ NCR. With the association, Sanfort
schools across Delhi/ NCR will be providing the following service to all age groups:
● Interest-Career Test
● U.S. Patented Genetic Test
● Aptitude Test
● Personality Test
● Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) Test
● School-Connect Programmes
● Corporate Assessment and Trainings
● Child-Parent Workshops
The Sanfort-Brainwonders team is comprised of the largest network of Psychologists and Counsellors dedicatedly working for
private, educational and corporate assessments for each age group:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2-4 yrs: Selecting the right Preschool
5-7 yrs: ICSE/CBSE/SSC/IB? Selecting the right Board
8-10 yrs: The right activity class to join
11-13 yrs: Right Subject Selection
14-15 yrs: Getting the best Exam Results
16-17 yrs: Engineering/ Medical/ B.A./ B.Sc./ B.Com./ Law and college application
18-19 yrs: Right Course in the Right College
20-22 yrs: Right Career Choice
25 yrs+: Career and Life Introspection
Human Resource: It provides complete profile of the individual and thus helps in their assessment in terms of
abilities, areas of concern, soft skills and technical skills. Many HR professionals are turning to Brainwonders
DMIT to recruit and manage the best employees and orient them towards growth.

As a leading educationist, how do you see your mission advancing as a Brainwonders Regional Centre?
Just like Sanfort, Brainwonders has always catered to their goals of ensuring that the lifelong perspective of multifaceted growth
which involves the emotional, social, physical, occupational and psychological aspects are noticed, mapped, targeted and
regulated as one grows- right at the beginning! Then, one takes ahead the comprehension of each trait, characteristic and
function- to know where one lies and where does one proceed. The whole process is conducted in a highly nuanced manner,
and helps in further exploring and realizing one to achieve their full potential. The Sanfort-Brainwonders team will be
dedicatedly working towards building an ecosystem for a child to thrive- where every child shines their own light.
With your newest association with Brainwonders what are the global visions you want to materialize?
Known for their varied services, Brainwonders has been a front runner when it comes to career guidance owing to their panel of
expert psychologists, comprehensive test batteries and plethora of case studies and resources. As a career is one of the most
defining aspects of an individual identity, it also adds to the financial, social and personal value of a person, students often
struggle with the burden of making this decision right. Various kinds of environmental and social pressure combined with the
paradox of choice is what complicates the process further. That is why, many will flock to Sanfort-Brainwonders team to get
professional and unbiased consultation from certified psychologists and career counsellors and have reported happy results
followed by a stress-free lifestyle and successful professional growth! So far the team has transformed the lives of more than 7
lakh students and 325+ academic institutions, with various esteemed educators and healthcare professionals vouching for the
counselling and guidance.
Hence, now the children, teenagers and professionals of Delhi/ NCR will be enhancing their quality of occupational lives by leaps
and bounds using the Brainwonders Counselling services provided by Sanfort Group of Schools!

Empowering the Global K-12 Education through Technology
Education technology and ICT based learning has revolutionized the way students learn in
this era. The global standards of education have reached a new high where technology
plays a vital role in shaping the way students learn. The way the teaching methodologies
have evolved emphasizes more on learning outcomes where child centric education is of
utmost importance. Moving ahead with the same thought and vision in mind we have
decided to bring technologies like Augmented reality and Virtual reality and make it
accessible to the students and schools across India.

Our Journey

Entab has pioneered in ERP solutions for almost two decades and streamlined the
administrative work of more than 1200 in India and abroad. CampusCare® and
CampusSoft® have carved a niche and is India’s most preferred ERP solution. We have
made a mark in the solutions we provide and the faith of our clients have always inspired
us to come out with new modules and innovative measures to keep system robust and
provide the best to the schools. Adding on to the same, this year we added to the eLearning
segment by partnering with Eureka, to provide quality digital education of Science and
Maths and the learning software is known as CampusCare(R) i-Learn. The digital content will
be integrated with our CampusCare® app and can be accessed with schools as well as
parents.

Mr. Shaji Thomas
Director

Blend the digital content with classroom teaching

Digital content is to empower the teachers and students. The correct blend of digital content when rightly embedded in the
lesson plans always ensures emphatic teaching. The teaching–learning process had become student centric and use of
technology always improves the engagement and retention level of the learners. When students can simulate the environment,
they learn by doing. We have brought forth different learning elements using 3D videos, Simulation, Interactive and the use of
technology like AR and VR.

Our Offerings

1.Immersive Experience through Virtual Reality(VR)
Virtual reality gives a very engaging experience and when rightly used in education, it can help in increasing the attention span
of students. It is a three-dimensional world where a user can manipulate and explore while feeling as if he were in that world. In
a virtual reality environment, a learner experiences complete immersion with the feeling of being inside and a part of that world
and all sensory organs are utilized. The 360-degree view makes the graphics more compelling and caters to better
understanding.
2. Augmented Reality(AR)
AR adds on to another dimension of learning as it allows us to augment any object in space, explore and interact with it.
Augmented reality has a great potential to be used in the classroom because it changes the way students interact with the real
world.
The AR app initializes the augmentation when the image in the book is scanned by the camera of the device. The 3D model gets
augmented on top of the textbook where the user can interact and have real time experience.
3. 3D Stereo
'Eureka.in 3D Stereo' explains several topics using 3DS animated video, simulation and are interactive. These high resolutions
stereoscopic animations create an immersive effect and keep students engaged and focused. While playing simulations students
explore complex structures in 3D which adds an element of excitement to learning. They can rotate the models 360 degrees as
well as zoom in and zoom out at will. Thus the learning is acquired through action.

Changing the Classroom dynamics as well as learning at home

Our aim is to provide an integrated learning platform that offers a combination of usability and personalized learning experience
anytime, anywhere. It includes features like Dashboard, Analytics, Content list, Mind-map, Playlist and many more. The
emphasis is on expansive learning by incorporating features like consistent and proven evaluation methods, documentation of

performance, learner-centric programs and adaptive content besides a plethora of exciting activities. The fact that our APP
reaches and connects every parent student to the teachers and school management will help us to deliver learning modules
with ease.
Our vision is to provide the best tools to the schools we are associated with and reach out to more and enhance way schools will
deliver in future.
Shaji Thomas
Director
shaji@entab.in

Education Briefs - National
Bengaluru-basedEmbibeacquired90.5PercentStake inFuntoot:
Embibe, a Bengaluru-based Edtech startup,
which is a subsidiary of Mukesh Ambani’s
Reliance Industries, has acquired a majority
stake in e-learning products and services
provider Funtoot. This deal was for 90.5%
equity share capital of Funtoot, which is
Rs.71.64 crore in cash. Funtoot was founded
by Rajeev Pathak in 2010.They help the
students of K-12 segment in learning science
and mathematics concepts. The startup
focuses more on students to get a strong

grasp on fundamentals, rather than rote
learning or meaningless facts. They also
enable the students to more towards selfcorrection of learning gaps and developing
higher thinking, thanks to its contextual
assistance. Embibe, on the other hand, works
on AI-based data analytics to deliver
personalized learning outcomes for students.
Founded in 2019 by Aditi Avasthi, the
Bengaluru-based company focuses on
students across K-12 schools, higher

education, professional skilling, vernacular
languages and all curriculum categories

across India and abroad. With this majority
stake acquisition in Funtoot, Embibe said it
wants to optimize its digital technology
platform to improve the experience of
students.

Edtech startup Witblox raised funding of Rs 1.3 Cr from Mumbai Angels Network

Witblox, which is a Mumbai based Edtech
startup has raised funding of Rs 1.3 crore

from Mumbai Angles Network. In this round,
about 24 investors participated from
Mumbai Angels Network. Witblox was
started in 2014 by Amit Modi. Witblox offers
gamified robotics-based learning through
plug-and-play hardware toolkits across
science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) fields for children aged
8-16. “MAN not only helped me raise funds
seamlessly, it also connected me to its vast
network of investors across cities in India.

With these funds, we plan to bring about
significant changes in our strategy,” said Amit
Modi, Founder and CEO of Witblox. Witblox
has come up as one of those Indian startups
that has utilized the potential of technology
with an innovative use. The company will use
this fresh funds to for the business growth
and expansion while helping children learn
by building is ‘rewarding in itself’.

India'sEChONetwork toTrain Educators,StudentsinInterdisciplinarySkills
EChO Network has been launched by Indian
government as a network to encourage
cross-disciplinary leadership. Prof. K Vijay
Raghavan, the Principal Scientific Advisor to
the GOI, has launched this network in New
Delhi. A specific focus for enhancing the
knowledge, and creating awareness of Indian
ecology and environment will be provided
with a template of cross disciplinary
leadership in India. There has been a scarcity
of trained scientist with collaborative mind-

set and interdisciplinary skills even though

the efforts to elevate ecological and
environmental research has never been the

less as said by the Principal Scientific Adviser
Prof. K Vijay Raghavan. India’s strong
expertise in technology and knowledge of the
natural world is needed to solve the threat
faced by Indian to its human environmental
and ecosystems. EChO Network would act as
a catalyst for the new generation Indian who
should inherit these interdisciplinary
concepts to deal with the real world
problems in different segments including
medicine, technology and ecology.

EduisfunraisedRs200crorefromangelinvestors
Mumbai based edtech startup, Eduisfun has
raised Rs 200 crore from angel investors and
high worth individuals including actor
Amitabh Bachchan and HDFC Chairman
Deepak Parekh. CEO of Ogilvy Group, Piyush
Pandey and Russell Parera, partner at Price
Waterhouse & Co. also participated in this
funding round. This is the first ever fund
raised by Eduisfun. According to the sources
and data, this is the fifth largest fund raised
in 2019. Rs 1067 crore raised by Byju’s in July

is the highest of 2019. Eduisfun provides
game based educational content for school
through their app “STEPApp”. The app can
be accessed in any smartphone even with
low data connectivity. The aim is to provide
quality education to students at the lowest
price and to ensure a level playing field. A
team of 400 IITians have built the content on
the app after researching for seven years,”
said Praveen Tyagi, Founder, Eduisfun.
Company would use the raised funds to

improve their educational content and
advertise more and more to reach their
target audience.
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Education Briefs - National
Edtech startup Cuemath raised $5.5M in an extended Series B round
Bengaluru based edtech startup, Cuemath
has raised $5.5 million in a Series B funding
round. Cuemath provides math tuition
centres for classes KG to 10th across all
major cities in India. Along with this, it also
provides study material of maths for JEE,
Olympiads, Math Games etc. The funding
round was led by Manta Ray Ventures
Limited along with participation from Capital
G by Google and Sequoia India. "Cuemath
takes math excellence to a wholly different
level. Through its multi-format tech-enabled

learning system, Cuemath
ensures that children not only
master math, but also fall in
love with it,” said, Manan
Khurma, Founder and CEO,
Cuemath. Cuemath provides
after school math training
centres that are run by
trained
and
certified
Cuemath teachers. The startup has a strong
presence in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Pune,
and Hyderabad and it would use the raised

funds to enhance their learning content and
improve the quality of learning delivered.

Education For All: Entrepreneur starts free-of-cost YouTube- based education channel
“Education for All” Chandigarh based edtech
startup
has
st

arted free-of-cost YouTube-based education

channel with a vision of 'Education for all'.
City based engineer cum entrepreneur has
come up with Teaching Bharat, a free-of-cost
YouTube-based English language education
channel, that has complete video lessons in
English, Chemistry, Maths, Biology and
Physics for the students of class III to XII
complying to CBSE and ICSE syllabi. All these
video lessons are prepared and presented by
extremely qualified and experienced
teachers in their respective subjects.
Students accessing the online platform,

made possible with years of tireless efforts
put in by public-spirited young engineer
entrepreneur from a well to do business
family Amrinder ‘Gold’ Sandhu and his team,
which do not even require a regular internet
connection. In this, the viewers can
download all the lessons in a pen drive or a
CD. Various visual aids have been used to
explain concepts, wherever necessary. All the
Experiments have been performed live and
recorded for the better understanding of
viewers.

BlueBlocks MontessoriSchoolrollsout itsDroneResearch& Innovationcentre
First of its kind, Research and Innovation
centre is recently inaugurated by DR. B
Janardhan Reddy, IAS Secretary at the Blue
Blocks School in Tellapur, Hyderabad. This
centre will be the hub for research, learning,
designing and other applications for the
model of Drones. Fabrication of Drone
involves multiple knowledge of science which
includes mechanical engineering, aeronautics,
bio mimicry and other design oriented ideas.

As per the call of education
system, this centre will enable
the student to enquire,
develop, innovate in this
research oriented thinking
and
application
based
learning. As per Mr. Reddy’s
statement, India needs an
experiential and skill based
learning process through technology and if

students
are given
a
platform
to learn it
in their
early
stage will
allow to
fill this gap in our education system.

WiprojoinshandswithNASSCOMtotrain students across emergingtechnologies

Indian multinational corporation Wipro along
with National Association of Software and
Services Companies (NASSCOM) is setting up

a platform to train
students around the
evolving technologies
which will be including
Internet of Things (IoT),
Artificial
Intelligence
(AI), Data Science and
Cyber
Securities.
TalentNexta
CSR
programme, Wipro’s initiative aims to
improve the quality of education across

engineering segment of the country. Debjani
Ghosh, President at NASSCOM and Rishad
Premji, Chairman at Wipro, has introduced
the first phase of the programme. 10,000
students from more than 20 engineering
colleges has been aspired by this platform of
Wipro and NASSCOM. The vision of this
platform is to create the talent pool of
students who will be having the certification
of Wipro and NASSCOM and will be available
with multiple job opportunities.
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Education Briefs - National
Principals & Teachers of CBSE Schools to get trained through short term courses of IIM
To enhance the quality of education, CBSE
has took an initiative of short-term training
courses
for
sch

ools’ principals and teachers, IIM and IIT are
part of such trainings too. Such short term
courses training is very helpful for the school
teachers in terms of analysing the
performance of students, developing team
building, innovations and it promotes
teachers for the growth of academics’
excellence in their work. "It has also been
requested to keep a reasonable fee for such
programmes to facilitate participation of
both well-resourced schools as well to

schools situated in remote areas/ most
educationally backward sectors of the
country," the statement added. This training
session will improve the quality of education
and assist many students whether it is of
smaller or larger section of the society by
keeping the fee nominal.

School for transgender to be set up in Uttar Pradesh
Akhil Bhartiya Kinnar Shiksha Sewa Trust has
started up with an initiative of schooling for
the third gender of social and cultural
mainstream, i.e. the transgenders. This first
school will be based in Kushinagar district of
Uttar Pradesh and school will specifically be
based in Naktanha Mishra Village. Rampati
Ram Tripathi, MP Bharitya Janta Party (BJP)
laid the foundation stone of the school. He
said that this ‘Vidyalaya’ would be the

stepping stone for the ‘Vishwavidyalaya’. BJP
MP also said that there should be increased
number of activities to promote the
participation of transgenders and they should
also enter to the political mainstream. He
said that they are the part of society and
must be allowed to lead a normal social life.
Education will empower them and will also
open the new brackets for the life
opportunities. It will be helping them to be

self-reliant and developing themselves as a
better professional. Education will be open
for all the age groups of community so that
age may not be the barrier in learning.

CBSE Schools to Become 'Anger-Free Zones'
The Central Board of Secondary Education
(CBSE) has asked all schools
affiliated to it to become "angerfree zones". With this, everyone
(teachers,
parents
and
administration staff) will try to
manage their anger so as to set
an example in front of children
and with this teach them the
value of "freedom from anger".
The CBSE has officially issued an
advisory note to schools on this
matter requesting an initiative in this part of

its thrust on "joyful education and holistic

WhizGoogle, an online education platform
launched by WhizJuniors for the students of
schools and colleges. According to Vidushi
Daga,
CEO,
WhizJu

niors, this activity allowing students to
navigate internet for various technologies
will be making them employable at their
younger age only. This will also allow them to
develop the quality of being ‘World’s Next
Googler’ with being offered with 36 Google
Suite Courses. Google Sites, Google Drive,
YouTube, Google Groups, Google Forms,
Google Classroom, Gmail can be accessed to
learn the content available on online
platform and complete their Google courses
for a fee of just Rs 360. These courses will be

fitness". The board has advised the schools to

place a board with the message "This is an
Anger-Free Zone" in the reception area and
other strategic locations in their campus. The
board has also asked schools to record their
experience and announce on social media
that their initiative has helped the campus to
become an anger-free zone, using the
hashtag "#cbsenoanger". The board says this
would help students become mentally active
and emotionally healthy and they would go
back home "charged and happy" and would
also want to return the next day.

WhizJunior Launches online Google course for Students
having 2 section including MCQ’s and project
video submission. The exercise of completing
the courses can be done in a week where
they can improve their quality and become
an all-round googler by gaining a 360-degree
experience. And on the basis of this, these
students will be awarded with points which
will be evaluated for rewarding them with
titles as Googler Pro, Googler Master and
Googler Expert and the top five performers
will be getting Apple Macbook Air.
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Education Briefs - National
Self-Finance Independent school Act passed by UP Government
UP Government has passed a Self-Finance
Independent School Act which states that
school can revise fee by itself of existing
student by comparing increase in salary of
existing staff of previous year or the per
capita income equivalent on the basis of
grade/school/class level, but the fee increase
shall not exceed latest available yearly
percentage increase in consumer price index
+ five percent of the fee realised from the
student. The secretary of the District Fee

Regulation Committee of Gautam Budh
Nagar, pass this letter on 28th December
2019 to bring this act into light of
development. Educational institutions that
are falling under this Act need to upload their
fee structure on the school website by
January 30, 2020 as mentioned by the
authorities, the parents of students get much
relief after the passing of this act because the
government approved a bill that aims to
check arbitrary fee hikes by private sector

schools, including minority institutions,
affiliated to CBSE and the UP Board of
secondary
education.

Telangana government planning to introduce coding in government schools
The pilot programme to introduce coding in
the government schools will be launched by
Telangana
government
across
33
government schools in the Wanaparthy
district of the State, a senior official stated.
The week-long programme will be carried out
by the State’s Education Department, IT and
Communication Department and Telangana
Information
Technology
Association
(TITA). TITA members have been identified
to carry out a practical pilot of this project to
assess the challenges that might arise while

scaling the programme across the state. “This

project will expose students to new skills.

Introducing coding skills at the school level
will inculcate problem-solving skills among
students. This will also orient them to
entrepreneurial possibilities. We have
selected 99 students – 3 each from 33
schools – for this programme,’’ said TITA’s
Global President Sundeep Kumar Makthala.
After an entry level training programme, the
school students and a teacher would be
trained in Scratch programming, HTML and
Python programming languages over a
duration of five days.

CBSE mandates 75% attendance for Class 10, 12 Exams
All the schools of CBSE are directed in their
latest notice to calculate the attendance of
all the students appearing in class 10 and
class 12 board exams in the year 2020, as it is
being made mandatory for the students to
have a minimum of 75 % attendance to be
able to appear for the 10th and 12th
examinations which are organised by CBSE.
Admit cards will only be made available for
the students who are having their
attendance greater than 75% and the list of

short attendance candidates will be given to
the regional office where the final decision
will be taken on or before 7th January, 2020.
Any genuine reason for the shortage of
attendance must be having all the required
supporting documents and should be
presented in front of authority before 7th
January as none of the cases will be
considered if they will be reported post
deadline and all the standard operating

procedures will be followed while calculating
the attendance.

Goa Education Dept. signs MoU with Dempo Vishwa Gram Shala

Goa Education Department has signed a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) with

Education India | December 2019

Dempo Vishwa Gram Shala, which is a
charitable organisation allowing them to
operate four government schools, out of
those; one is government high school and
three government primary schools in
Sankhalim constituency in North Goa. Chief
minister Pramod Sawant was also present at
the signing of the MoU and said that the
government has been training teaching
faculty, "Teachers have to update their
knowledge. A teacher needs to work to
change the mind-set of the students," he
said. To fulfil this objective, he said, teachers

should put in more efforts to acquire overall
educational development of children as a
teacher has always been a reliable body for
every educational success as well as failure
of students.
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What does the World’s First Values Lab look like?
“Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known” - Carl Sagan
If we have Computer Labs, Science Labs why not a Values Lab? And what if we
had Life Lessons in a Lab?
Imagine a world full of creativity & interactive elements that hold a meaning
behind every detail helping you find answers to the most personal questions of life.
The Saksham Values Lab is a scientific, custom designed, in-school space dedicated
values inculcation & character building for students, parents & teachers.

to

This is the place where the Saksham Human Values Program, a 21st Century Social-Emotional Learning,
Values & Character Building Initiative is conducted. These classes are conducted in the Saksham Values
Lab (inside your school) or in your very own classrooms.
All our Labs are Tech enabled with video conferencing and are connected to each other. This not only
connects children from different schools, but also facilitates experts from around the World to interact with
the
children.
About Val-Ed Initiatives

Val-Ed Initiatives is an award winning, youth-led organization that designs & delivers21st Century transformational
values education programs that build stronger & healthier character in children, parents & teachers. Val-Ed programs
have reached many schools across 17 states in India.

To schedule a visit to the nearest Values Lab around you or know how you can have one at your school, Visit
www.valedindia.com or Call 9731730636 or email
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Telangana CM advocates for Value-based Education System
Advocating for a value-based education
system, Telangana Chief Minister K
Chandrashekar Rao, on January 2, 2020 said
that the lessons enhancing the moral and
ethical values will be inculcated in the
educational institutions across the state,
beginning the next academic session. He also
mentioned that the education system would
be made in such a way that inculcates and
enhances moral and ethical values in the
society and removes criminality. “Our

government is committed to this and will

work with dedication. We
feel that from the coming academic year,
value-based education should be taught in
the educational institutions in the state. We
have to prepare lessons in this regard,” said
the Chief Minister of the state. He further
said to rope in spiritual teachers like Sri
Jeeyar Swamy and others. The academic
lessons will be prepared after seeking advice
from Sri Swamy and former director generals
of police (DGPs).

Eupheus Learning launches Curves National Handwriting Competition in India
Eupheus Learning, which is India’s one of the
end-to-end educational solutions providers
brought Zaner-Bloser handwriting solutions
in India as they partners with Highlights for
Children, International. Zaner-Bloser is
world’s oldest handwriting
solutions
company which is also globally acclaimed and
is part of the Highlights Family of Companies.
Curves National Handwriting Competition
will be having its first edition organised by
the same company and will be taking place in

India. Students upto class 8 will be able to
participate in this contest where they will be
evaluated on the basis of their handwriting
styles. One lakh students from across one
thousand school are seeking to participate in
this competition which has a vision to
promote the art of quality handwriting styles.
Students can enrol themselves by registering
online and the evaluation process will be two
level evaluation which includes first
inspection at school level and the second one

will be the national round that shall decide
the
winners.

Aakash Education to acquire 66% stake in Meritnation to enhance their offline offerings

Delhi based edtech company, Aakash
Education is all set to acquire 66% stake in

Meritnation. Meritnation is an
edtech company founded by Pavan
Chauhan in 2008 that offers online
learning videos for K-12 students.
This 66% stake is currently held by
Info Edge (India) Ltd. In
Meritnation for Rs. 50 crore. This is
the first acquisition by Aakash
Education since they raised fund
from private equity firm Blackstone in

October 2019. “We are continuing to
evaluate several acquisition opportunities in
the edtech space as part of our digital growth
strategy, so that we can make our wellcrafted student performance journey more
productive,” said, Aakash Chaudhry, CEO,
Aakash. The acquisition would help Aakash to
enhance the efficiency of their offline
courses across the Aakash learning centres.

Leading Science, Research Bodies funding 54 varsity projects: Jadavpur University VC
Jadavpur University’s Vice-Chancellor Prof
Suranjan Das has announced that the
premier institution is currently involved in 54
sponsored research projects funded by
leading science and research bodies, out of
those 41 are funded by Department of
Science and Technology (DST). Seven other
projects are funded by Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR) while two
projects, each are funded by Department of
Bio-Technology, Department of Atomic
Energy and Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO). One of
the seven CSIR projects is about project

modeling and analysis incidence. The UNICEF
has also sanctioned a research project on
youth community reporters after
citing some other projects. Another
Rs 4 crore has been granted for an
international research project on
special economic zones by
Volkswagen
Foundation
of
Germany - A force for good to
reduce inequality, he said. JU
hosted high-level delegations from
University of Bayreuth, Germany,
Arizona State University, US and the
University of Auckland, New Zealand to

develop academic programmes in research
and teaching-learning process.
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Saudi based Edtech startup Noon Academy launches new Standalone office in Bangalore
Saudi Arabia based
online
learning
platform
Noon
Academy, known
for its live classes is
one of the fasted
growing
edtech
company.
Noon
Academy
was
founded in 2013.
Noon Academy works on test-prep website

which is a
freemium
business now.
They claim to
have served
two million
students and
1,500
certified
tutors to date.
Noon employs over 90 people. “We at Noon

are affordable to the masses. We are
growing at a very rapid pace in Saudi and
Egypt, where or registered users base has
increased by 50% from 2 million to 3 million,
in less than 7 months,” said Mohan M, Head
of Engineering. The startup aims to produce
innovative products on the platform to bring
together 50 million students and tutors from
around the world in a variety of interactive
digital academic environments by 2023.

40,000schoolsinMP, OdishaandJharkhandmergedunder NITIAayogproject
To improve the efficiency in school
education system, NITI Aayog has launched
an initiative that has merged more than
40,000 schools in Madhya Pradesh,
Jharkhand and Odisha. Either these school’s
students moved to other school because of
shutting down of their school or they were
managerially merged. 35,996 schools in
Madhya Pradesh were merged 4,312 in
Jharkhand and 1,803 in Odisha. Even after
this merger of schools, there are more than
one lakh vacancies available for teachers in
elementary and secondary schools in MP

and Odisha but no vacancy available
in Jharkhand. MHRD Minister,
Ramesh Pokhriyal informed media
that 74,000 children in Madhya
Pradesh and 34,000 students in
Odisha benefitted from this initiative
of the government. This step of
government has not only enhanced
the education system of these states
but has also created many job
opportunities in these merged
schools.

Delhi Government to organise Math classes for 30,000 students
The
Delhi
government has
passed
a bill
under
which
special coaching
classes’ will be
organised for the
students of 10th
Standard.
Students who got
compartment will also attend these sessions.
The government has decided to provide

coaching
classes so that
the students
can
score
good marks in
mathematics.
This program
targets 30,000
students
especially of
10th standard, by providing classes before
board exams. “The Delhi government will

seek the help of external agencies to
conduct special mathematics classes before
commencement of board exams to improve
the exam results, Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia”. In this program, there will
be a batch of 30 students who would be
delivered 100 hour of lectures. The main aim
of this program is to enhance the
performance of students by providing them
guidance and by enhancing the knowledge
of teachers.

Jadavpur Vidyapith given permission to introduce English medium wing
Jadavpur Vidyapith gets permission from
West Bengal government to start an English
medium
division
from the
new
academic
year 2020.
The English division will be introduced
simultaneously with Bengali medium wing.
"We have got a circular from the school

education department on January 1, which
allowed us to start an English-medium wing,

to be run alongside the existing Bengalimedium facility from class five to 12," said,
Parimal Bhattacharya, Head Master,

Javadpur Vidyapith. This school will be the
first in the city to have English medium
classes run for classes 5th to 12th. After
having multiple discussion with the
concerned team, the institute will decide
whether to hire additional teaching staff for
English medium wing or not. English medium
textbooks will be provided by district school
inspector and there will be estimated 40
seats for students in class 5th.
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Educator’s View
Ms. Amruta Prabhu
Principal, The HDFC School, Pune
Introduction
Enigmatic, and enthusiastic- Mrs.
Amruta Prabhu, is an able educationist
with impeccable foresight who has had
the experience of teaching tiny-tots in
the pre-primary and primary schools

and on the other she has won much
appreciation and accolades as a mentor
and teacher to students of the
Secondary and Senior Secondary levels.

Major initiatives in education
Being a keen believer in Inclusion &
inclusive education she has ensured to
include all kinds of learners in a
classroom across grades encouraging
differentiated
learning
patterns.
Wherever possible due concessions as
per CBSE norms are acquired for

category wise high need learners and
the concerned students become joyful
learners in the learning journey. With a
focus on life skills & holistic growth,
ample opportunities are created for
students to harness their innate talents
and develop as confident personalities.

As an efficient administrator, she
ventures to reach out to all concerned
stakeholders – parents, students,
teachers etc. and involves them
wholeheartedly in the school’s progress.

Career in teaching
She staunchly believes in the mantra of a good teacher being a learner for life and thereby
states that she feels no qualms in taking suggestions and advice from her superiors, staff,
parents as well as her students.
A strong believer in the adage that “A leader is one who knows the way, shows the way and
goes the way” she leaves no stones unturned to act as a friend, philosopher and guide to her
team motivating them to “sharpen the saw” and to put their best foot forward to the lees so as
to enable mutual growth and development of them as individuals and the school in particular
as an ever-inspiring institution aiming towards excellence in every sphere.

Experience:
An M.A in English, M.Ed. and NET
qualified, she has served as a teacher in
a mélange of CBSE and International
schools for over 15 years and has
thereafter been an able school
administrator for over 10 years now. She
had won laurels for her dedicated
contribution as the founder Principal of
the first CBSE ‘Í’(International) school of
Pune for over 3.5 yrs and later as the
Principal of a reputed school wherein

she initiated the CBSE senior secondary
affiliation and served it for almost 3
years. She is now serving as a Founder
Principal of The HDFC School, Pune since
it’s inception in June 2017 and is
simultaneously pursuing her research in
Inclusive Education from Pune University.
Her tryst with education does not end
here. An alumnus of the Mumbai
University, she has represented her
state and university at myriad state and

national level elocution & debate
competitions whereby she has won
immense plaudits for her immaculate
oratory and presentation skills. As a
Master Trainer for CBSE, she regularly
conducts professional development
programs for CBSE school teachers on
Classroom Management, Life skills ,
Inclusive education etc. besides training
her in-house school team.
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Educator’s View
Challenges in schools
With ever evolving education and with the world becoming a global stage, it’s a constant challenge for educationists to be
abreast of the latest evolving educational thoughts & techniques. The available resource pool of teacher facilitators need to be
consistently trained & polished to ensure they are able to reach out to new age & varied group of learners at all levels. Bridging
the gaps between the different strata of society by catering to RTE students & including them in a regular classroom is an
ongoing challenge wherein not just the student but the concerned parents need to be groomed too to fit into the new age

education system.

Importance of digital education:
The HDFC School believes in providing it’s students with cutting edge technology aided education. Besides digital boards across
classes, the school facilitates self-assisted learning (PAL) by Google wherein students across grades III onwards take online tests
to assess their grasping of the core concepts taught. This develops their self-learning skills too. Flipped & blended learning across
grades ensures that both the facilitator & the students are acquainted to not only derive concept appropriated audio, video &
PPT from the web world but are adept enough to create their own digital content too. Partnering with reputed digital platforms
for online educational content & training, the school ensures it’s consistent digital growth for both their students & teachers.

Current changes required in education sector
Keeping pace with the constantly metamorphosing educational sector, the school strives hard to provide quality education to
it’s wards. All concerned stakeholders are actively involved in not only the students’ progress & development but also
harnessing their niche skills and contributing effectively towards making a significant difference.
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Educator’s View
Mrs.Kajal Chhatija
Principal, Global Talent International School, Pune
Introduction: Mrs.Kajal Chhatija, the Principal of Global Talent International
School is an enthusiastic and energetic leader in empowering and engaging
young minds in innovative and collaborative learning practices. She is known
for creating a cosy environment for her students and teachers so the school
becomes a second home for all. She began her career by teaching in a school
for the deprived children. She is in this profession from last 15 years and has
climbed the ladder of success from being a Co-teacher to the Principal. She has
worked with Trinity International School, Vibgyor High, Rims International and
Euro School. She has received many awards as the best teacher. She has
received the ISA school coordinator from British Council, for coordinating and
organizing collaborative activities. She is an eminent speaker and has voiced in
many leadership conferences and often participates in the educational panel
discussions. She has organized students outreach programmes
for needy children in slums to teach them basic hygiene and its importance. She nurtures value education in her students by
promoting Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and emphasis on school and its neighbourhood cleanliness.

It just happened as I have explored myself as an educator, influencer, mentor, motivator, guide, counsellor and
much more. I’m an extremist and cross all the boundaries to fulfil my goals and meet success. I believe, teaching
jobs are very dynamic and gone are the days where teachers just had to sit with the textbooks and teach the
concepts. These days, teaching is 50% of the content and 50 % of drama. A teacher has to be passionate about
what she is teaching and must love her students as, we all know that students will apparently love the subject if
they like the teacher so on.

Major initiatives towards education
At GTIS, we firmly believe that students in their foundational learning stages must experience stress free learning environment.
This could be achieved by instilling latest pedagogical approach towards teaching and learning methods. By introducing
innovative learning methods which reduce the pressure on children and is the need of the hour. Students here are
encouraged to plan, create, execute and invent and so on they play the roles of planners, creators, executors and inventors.
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Educator’s View
Challenges in schools
Schools must look into all-round holistic development of the child through social, emotional, cognitive and meta-cognitive
domains. Students must experience a balanced education system where they get enough time to read, play, dance, learn and
grow together. Education system must build character of students making them empathetic and compassionate towards society
which in turn helps to sensitized them on various global issues. It should help them being critical thinkers, problem solvers and
thinking out of the box must become a habit.

Leadership Style
Forming a dynamic community consisting of teachers, students, parents and management. Living each day
witnessing their growth leading to great achievements in future. A total democratic approach giving importance to
everybody’s inputs in changing lives and creating new opportunities for students so that they realise their human
potential.

Prime objective of Global Talent International School
We at GTIS, believe that helping students in realising their hidden potential through various challenging opportunities
will assure students’ capabilities to ‘Explore’ new areas to, ‘Enhance’ their skills and ‘Excel’ in future being global
citizen.

Importance of Digital education in schools
We are catering to Alpha generation and gadget is their first toy. In this e-learning can’t be ignored. Learning coding and artificial
intelligence is essential to make our students future ready. We are in the age of integration and collaboration in which
digitalisation of educational sector is become a mandatory factor.

Comment about education system:
Its hi-time for all of us to think loud and to change our education system from marks driven to stress free system, rote learning
to free expression, traditional to international, manual to digital, hard-working to smart working, textbook to techbook, social to
emotional, active to interactive, integration to collaboration,
assessing to analysing, cognitive to metacognitive, analogy to
technology and much more. It is the time to bring in the
balance and need to understand when the traditional method
works and when it’s right to try new and engaging methods. As
very well said by Mahatma Gandhi, “Be the change you wish to
see in the world.”

Future plans
Our plans are to equip our students with the 21st century skills,
introducing coding and artificial intelligence in the curriculum
and entering into K12 section. Bringing holistic development through curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.
Engaging students in various community outreach programmes to develop responsibility towards society. Creating such an
education system which develops character of our students, experience the joy of learning, inculcate social and emotional
values, practice meta-cognition not only to succeed in life but also to be a good human being.

Comment about education system
We have come a long way, beginning from our Gurukuls to formal schooling to home schools. As the recent research on the
education system of India (ASER-2018), proves that India has shown immense progress in higher education and scientific
research, has been credited to various
public institutions. We still need to strive hard to prepare our students to do better,
be victorious in the top ten countries in the next PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) test and this needs
focus on training and empowering teachers with the latest pedagogy and technology.
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Educator’s View
Mrs. Jayshree Venkatraman

Principal, SNBP International School, Rahatani and Academic Director, SNBP World School

Introduction
Mrs Jayshree Venkatraman is a veteran
educationist from Pune, who has anchored
innumerable roles in the field of education
across varied boards of the country. She
worked in the capacity of Headmistress in
DAV Public School, Nerul, Navi Mumbai and
she was transferred to Pune on promotion
as a Founder Principal to DAV Public School
in Aundh, Pune. The School under her
stewardship grew to a magnificent strength
of over 6000 students in a matter of four
years. Her eight-year stint in this school
yearned her a rare reputation of an
educationist par excellence. Innovation,
Creativity were her constant companions as
she experimented with various tools and
techniques to enhance learning in schools
that she worked. She was invited twice to UK
with a gratis visa and once to Dubai in

recognition to leadership roles
that she anchored in leading
schools of the city. Mrs
Venkatraman also contributed in
the capacity of Academic
Director of Indus World School
which has branches across the
country.
Mrs
Jayshree
Venkatraman was invited twice
by Times of India to be their
Guest Editor for their NIE
Newspaper. She has contributed to the
course content of Education Management of
the Hyderabad University. She has authored
two books, one on Parenting- PARVARISHADHYAY 1, and one on Career for students of
Class 12- Your GPS-Your Global Positioning
Script. She also penned a book on Theory of
Music for an ICSE School i.e. SN Kansagra

School in Rajkot. She also have scripted for
movies produced by the school on
Demonetization- the Black Hole, Tribute to
Teachers- the X-Factor, Ill effects of Social
Media- The Invisible Adversary and the
recent being Episodes of AI- Life 2030.

Experience
As a Head of School she remains a Chief
Learning Officer- a perennial learner whose
quest for knowledge is worth emulating.
She is proactive in resolving and views every
challenge as an opportunity. Her connect
with the Parents, Students and Teachers is

absolutely admirable. She was responsible
for getting CBSE Affiliations and Cambridge
Affiliations for her school. She has handled
recruitments for Leadership and teachers.
She has been responsible for evolving the
Vision and Mission Statement of her school.

She has also been deputed several times by
CBSE for the conduct of Inspection for
affiliation. She has evolved various systems
and processes in her schools.

Reasons for choosing Teaching as Career
She was born a teacher. Her patience and
perseverance till such time, that every child
learns, speak volumes of her educative
nature. She is as much suited to her job as a
key would be to a lock. She is passionate

about her work and loves it to the fullest.
Every day finds her with a fresh enthusiasm
determined to pluck stars. She enjoys
having students around her and strongly
believes that students are her inspiration.

Students too reciprocate her affection and
have fond memories of her as their mentor.
She also strongly advocates SERVANT
LEADERSHIP and her philosophy is best
practiced at her work place.
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Educator’s View
Major initiatives towards education
“To every Sunrise, I commit to grow better and wiser”
Mrs Jayshree has been an innovator. She was
the first Principal to initiate the act of
sending Gratitude Cards to Army Jawans
through Sketchxpress India, earning her a
special recognition at the hands of Army
Chief Gen Bipin Rawat. She ensures
sensitivity for Farmers among children and

Challenges towards education

The School education is experiencing a
serious dearth of good teachers. Not many
youngsters opt for the profession by choice

has initiated a campaign of “Joy of feeding
the feeders”. She has developed a
newspaper titled, “Abhimanyu Uyacha”
which has a circulation of over 15000 copies
with the contribution of the students about
the local vicinity. She developed movies on
social messages as regards demonetization,

tribute to teachers, social media and artificial
intelligence. The Annual Concert is always a
research based cross sectional and theme
based presentation on various states of the
country enabling the school to explore
various facets of the State’s contribution to
the Country and the World.

as it continues to be a poorly paid job. It is a
job which needs selfless devotion and a
wrong choice of person could be a disaster.

For a teacher, the content is not as important
as the context!

Importance of Digital Education in Schools
With the evolving technological means,
knowledge is available at the click of a
mouse. Thus teachers are no longer viewed
as custodians or reservoirs of Knowledge.

While our generation have entered into the
age of technology, the learner is the native
of this age, so the adaptability to it, by the
gen z is awe-inspiring. Having mentioned

that, teachers need to constantly keep
abreast with the latest evolution in
technology as it has become an integral part
of School Education.

Current Changes required for Education Sector
With the National Education Policy getting
drafted as per the dynamic requirement of
the society, we can expect lot of changes in
the School Education. Skill based education
and Attitude enhancing education shall be in
focus. Schools should be ready to accept the
change with alacrity and enthusiasm as the

only thing that is constant is CHANGE!
According to Howard Gardner, the
21st century learner should be
trained in five minds, Synthesizing
Mind, Respectful Mind, Ethical Mind,
Disciplined Mind and Creative Mind.
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Educator’s View
Ishita Ghoshal
Principal
Kothari International School, Pune

The whole is more than the sum of its parts

A generation nurtured and reaped in love
with values of kindness, generosity and

empathy with a centered mindful
character we are paving the way for a
more tolerant and amiable society for our
next generation. Schooling is moulding
lives and character of future generations
and knowledge and information aiming
cognitive development has been the
primary focus over years. It has given us
with sad and disturbing results for
humanity. Now is the time when new age
schooling shall redefine our society for the
wellbeing of mankind. Along with

technological advancement our socioeconomic, political and cultural structures
are rapidly changing. This calls for an equally
farsighted and equipping curriculum with
the appropriate resources and environment
to create the 21st century learners.

kindness, gratitude, empathy, honesty,
truthfulness, staying happy, taking social
responsibility,
being
culturally
and
aesthetically appreciative and aware,
develop a character of ethical and moral
uprightness
and
responsibility,
be

environment aware and sensitive, develop
economic viability, have the ability to ideate
and generated new and improved ways for
the welfare of all.

the learner, the stakeholder and the
teaching learning dynamics. As educators
and institutional leaders, we are in the most
challenging times when we have identified
the need to pre-empt the life and skills of

the learner to help him or her accomplish in
the new sectors of higher education,
employment or social framework. School is a
reflection of the society we live in and the
society we want to create.

Vision of Education
Schools are micro-cosmos and creates the
entire universe to support our society better.
Therefore deciphering the primary needs of
our society ,these are the attributes we as a
school chose to nurture in our students
through everyday schooling process-

Experience
With 6 years of experience as a principal and
14 years of experience as a teacher and
teacher trainer, I have spent two decades
experiencing the school education of our
country with the parallel transformation of

Leadership Style
Individuals have always strived to be
creative, expressive and experimental
fearlessly with their passion brimming, if
encouraged. Even as grown-ups one would
like to sustain the spirit of adventure,
innovation and creating to give next to one’s
own potential and attributes. That is the
quality we are nurturing in our students
when we give them the space, resources and
freedom to work around the school to
create gardens, shades, in-house radio, inhouse media, school magazine, eateries in
the form of tuck shops, events of the school,
saving resources, planning and sharing their

Education India | December 2019

inputs about the school environment,
culture and learning. We are a school who
have given our students the freedom to be
artists as well as entrepreneurs; researchers

as well as engineers as they take leadership
roles to define the problems, research as
teams, do a swot analysis and pitch their
solutions in the most effective and
democratic way. We are a school where
students are volunteers in discussion with
the Principal and teachers to conduct events
and run most of the key functions of the
school. Our students are thus empowered
and have already got the learning ground to
adorn practical roles like that of scientists,
engineers, teachers, leaders, entrepreneurs,
marketers, social workers, you name it and
our students have adorned that role.
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Educator’s View
Programme Running in the School
We run a programme for mindfulness where
as
an
institutional
culture to self-reflect
and be mindful of the
way one breathes,
walks, eat, speaks,
thinks and works. A
moment of silence and
self-withdrawal
to
reflect and be more
aware of one ‘s self,
one’s action and one’s surrounding and
functioning consciously, with accountability

and in awareness to be oneself and improve
oneself. We also
run a programme
on
emotional
education where a
child is taught to
identify
their
emotions and how
they
feel
and
express themselves
is
the
most
appropriate way. Children are taught to
know and acknowledge their own emotions

and learn to talk constructively about it, take
responsibility for it and feel comfortable
with emotions by recognising them. The
children have more clarity in decision
making as they can identity overwhelming
emotions clouding or confusing them. With
self-awareness and learning not to blame
people or situations for how they felt makes
them more self-reliant and in control helping
them to think through situations and
challenges.

centred. Our students are exposed to global
and local affairs issues or crisis to interact
with students over video chat from schools
in other countries and do research to know
more about world issues. Students when put

through their representation of research and
explore the potential problems and suggest
their views and hypothetical resolutions.
Thus, they develop a global perspective
beyond their textual knowledge of the world.

when we see there are some discomforts. I
encourage a culture where the experience of
learning is joyful, exciting, well retained and
remembered. We are shaping an institution
to build sensitive characters who learn about

the world issues and work towards it. It’s
easier to think like all, it’s difficult to think
like yourself. That’s the aim for all young
minds whom we attempt to shape at Kothari
International School.

bring out the best of our student’s artistic
skills through the implementation of
experimental art practices instead of
traditional teaching methods. Being awarded
as a ‘The best school in implying Art’ by
Indian School Awards, makes us proud of our
distinct approach in education. We are a
CBSE affiliated secondary school which has
been accredited to British Council from
2019-22 and has bagged the International
School Award and the Indian School Award.
We are extremely happy to create a
democratic and autonomous creative
learning culture for our students and

teachers at school and empowering students
to shape their own world with the best
structure and culture that they will like to

The ideology
We are a school who are shaping characters.
Anyone who has learnt how to handle their
emotions has mastered themselves. Our
students are therefore expressive, fearless,
empirical in their approach, empathetic and

Culture Encouraged In School
I encourage a culture where students,
teachers and parents stop pointing at each
other and point to the fact that we are
partners in this journey, let’s share, let’s
learn from each other, let’s work together

Achievements under her Leadership
Living by what Pablo Picasso said- “every
child is an artist”, we have always strived to
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Cover Story- Artificial Intelligence

I

ntroduction to Artificial Intelligence
While
discussing
artificial Today AI has touched every section of
intelligence, the only thing that our life. Now, imagine using artificial
comes to our mind is the Hi- intelligence to track the performance of
tech robots and machines with any individual student, based on his
the capability of thinking and making previous grades in academics or
their
own
decisions.
Artificial participation
in
co-curricular
Intelligence can be defined as the performance. AI in the education sector
capability of a machine to imitate can help the students to learn and
human behaviour. Through Artificial impart knowledge in a much better way
intelligence, we can make the programs as compared to the old traditional way
and instruction more efficient and as of learning. This technology will help the
thoughtful and accurate as human student to enhance his or her
actions.
performance in academics. For example,
ole of AI in Education
Earlier AI was just a part of film Students will get additional support
making and post production but from AI tutors: Machine learning will
now, it has become the part of teach students some special skills, which
our daily life. Soon, we’ll see many will be time saving for them. For
schools in India installing AI in their example, AI will know strength and
campus. Though many schools have weakness of every student and
already implemented this. AI accordingly, it will focus on weaker
installed schools will look quite students.
different from what we have seen.
AI will play the following major role
in education:

R

if a child is unable to grasp the concept
of fractions, the system can look at
whether the child was absent when that
concept was taught or the teacher had
some issues while teaching the concept
or the child is weak in prerequisites.
Hence, AI can be taken seriously to
solve many drawbacks and obstacles in
the education sector across the globe.

Computerized grading: Now, a lot of
time teachers will save if they will be
assisted with grading of students based
of their performance. Automated
grading is exclusively designed computer
based program that will imitate the
behavior of teachers to assign grades in
an unbiased manner.
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Cover Story- Overview of Education Boards in Ind
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Cover Story- Artificial Intelligence
Assist to teachers: Other than
automated grading, AI can manage
some of the daily actions of a teacher,
like giving lectures to students,
assigning homework and check their
homework and classwork.
Recognize fragility in classroom: AI will
also work in recognize flaws in the
classroom. For example, after the
completion of a lecture delivered by
teacher, AI will recognize a group of
students who were unable to

understand the lecture properly and will
let the teacher know, whether the
lesson is to be taught again or not.
Staff
organizing
and
substitute
controlling: Every school has a huge
staff volume which they have to
manage according to their qualification,
strength and weakness. For example, a
teacher who is an expert in a particular
subject says Mathematics, will take the
Mathematics lecture for the classes
assigned to her. And, if that teacher is
on leave, then the AI system will find

the next best alternative
available for the class to give a lecture
for the same. Proctoring: The trend of
taking an online test is rising at a
significant rate. As the online test has
many benefits like it saves time, energy
and natural resources. Now the
question is “How can these exams be
organized in such a practice that a
student does not cheat”. Well, AI comes
to the rescue. AI comes with a system to
ensure the genuineness of the person
giving the examination and prevent
examinee from cheating.

AI

In Foreign Countries

Artificial intelligence in foreign country is developing at a very fast pace as compared to India: In U.S it is growing at a CAGR of
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47.5% from 2017-2021 according to the Artificial Intelligence Market in the US Education Sector report. Even though most
experts believe that the critical existence of teachers is invaluable, there will be many changes to a teacher’s job practices.
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Cover Story- Artificial Intelligence
The following practices are being
followed under the roof of artificial
intelligence: Artificial intelligence in
foreign country is developing at a very
fast pace as compared to that of India: In
Tutors and Personalization: AI can do
more than just reciting or displaying the
preloaded content. In the previous years,
students were limited to the window on
emailing or waiting for their professor’s
class. There are various smart tutoring
apps available with the students such as

U.S it is growing at a CAGR of 47.5%
from
2017-2021
according
to
the Artificial Intelligence Market in the
US Education Sector report. Even
though most experts believe that the
Carnegie. Learning from the specific data
provided by a specific student in order to
give them feedback and work with them
directly. This artificial intelligence app is
still at its initial stages but soon it will be
working as a full-fledged professor
providing students help in any area of

critical existence of teachers is
invaluable, there will be many changes
to a teacher’s job practices. The
following practices are being followed
under the roof of artificial intelligence.
work needed. Also, AI apps are working
on various learning styles to help
students and teachers in every possible
manner.

Virtual lectures and learning environment: The actual lectures may soon be replaced by robots, not fully but there are many
humanized robots which provides the same kind of lectures and facial expressions as a human. They can react in the same way
the human responds naturally in both verbal and non-verbal ways. A digital learning environment in coming into existence at the
University of southern California (USC) Institute for Creative technology.
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Cover Story- Artificial Intelligence
rtificial Intelligence need of an hour in India:

According to a report of the
Ministry of human resource
and development (MHRD),
there is a shortage of more
than 1 mn teachers across the country.
In the case of college and universities,
the situation is more chronic. Finding the
required level of qualified teachers was
always a problem for our country. In
India, the population is more than 1.35
bn, where 28% of the population is
below 14 years and annual growth of
1.1%. The solution lies in changing the
way of education. According to many
education experts, the Indian education
system needs to be revolutionised. This
invention can make the education more
accessible and inclusive. Bringing
Artificial
intelligence
in
Indian
classrooms can be a solution for the

Indian education system. The AI system
not only ensures the grasping ability of
students but also works on their
individual strength and weaknesses.
Teachers have multiple task and
responsibilities ranging from evaluation,
grading,
paper
setting,
creating
assignments, and making reports as well
as tracking the progress of students.
With the introduction of artificial
intelligence, the teachers can now focus
on the core activities like development
of curriculum, working on the
improvement of skills of an individual
student with improved teaching quality.
AI system helps the teachers with
enough time in developing life skills of
every student while saving a lot of time
from regular administrative activities.

India has always encouraged the policy
of education for all. Through artificial
intelligence, education will become
more accessible and inclusive at the
same time. A lot of educating programs
and courses has been developed across
the globe, working on the need and
requirement. Various online tutoring
apps and programs are developed
globally like Thinkster lab, Brainly the
social media platform or teachers’
helpful netex learning.
Thus artificial intelligence can be a
simple and effective stroke towards the
problem of accessible and effective
education
in
India
without
compromising on the quality of
education and individual attention.
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Cover Story- Artificial Intelligence

C

hallenges to Artificial Intelligence:

Substantial freedom of
students may lead to inefficiency:
1.

Learning through AI will give too much
independence to students as teachers
will not be able to give individual
attention. As a result, this may affect
students, who are less self-disciplined or
doesn’t have much educational support
at home.

2.Installing of AI may kill
employment of staff: AI can do many
routine tasks of a teacher like taking
attendance, teaching students, grading
them according to their performance.
Now, if these tasks can be done through

C

machines then schools might start
removing their staff.
3.

Installation of AI is very
expensive; every school can’t afford
the system: To install AI, highly
mechanized system of the education,
schools required a very huge
Investment, which is not possible for
each school. More than the cost of the
software, schools also have to bear
training cost, service cost and many
other miscellaneous expenses. This will
also widen the rich-poor gap.

4. AI is not omniscience: Omniscience
is a state of knowing everything and AI
is designed by a human, therefore, the

system of AI will contain only that
information, which is planned by a
human. They cannot work outside the
algorithm or formula coded inside its
circuit. Nothing can beat human when it
comes to creativity. These machines
can’t think outside the box whereas
thousands of ideas come into the
human mind.

5. AI can’t understand emotions: A
machine can never understand the
emotion of a human. Every human has
different emotions for different
situations and a machine can’t be
designed in such a manner that it can
understand the emotion of a human
being. Therefore, we can say machines
cannot evolve bond with humans.

onclusion

From the analysis, we can
conclude that the implementation of AI
in schools will take technology to the
next level. Artificial Intelligence will
change the whole system of education
as it will take over the traditional
method of teaching. It reflects that AI
requires some more research as this is
the beginning of AI, there’s a lot more to
come on it, who knows what AI can
bring to us in future, maybe we’ll see a
whole community of robots in our
society. Introduction of AI has provided
a platform to many start-ups in the
world and huge investment is coming in
AI start-ups. Dataminr, which is a USbased AI startup, was the most funded
company of 2018, it has received a huge

Education India | September, 2019

amount of $392 MN. On the other side,
this technology will make us lazy and
physically weak and whatever will

happen in this developing world no
machine, no software, no technology
can replace the effectiveness and
efficiency delivered by a human being.
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Financial Overview
Operating profit margins of leading School groups:
For the last couple of years, the average
operating profit margins of leading
school groups in India have been in the
range of 23.0-27.0% as depicted in the
chart below. The numbers, as sourced
from different authorities, the ministry
of corporate affairs etc., have been
further adjusted for non-recurring and
one-time income/expenses, to present
the right set of numbers. In spite of

continuous increasing staff cost, rentals,
marketing and distribution costs,
schools have been able to maintain the
margins,
primarily
because
of
incremental revenue from new students
counts and partly due to:


Upcoming technologies, which
helped schools to cut down their
various operational overheads





Higher disposable income and
willingness of parents, to pay more
for better child’s education
Focus on ancillary revenue - Schools
have now started selling products
like books, stationery, uniforms
play kits, sports equipment etc.,
which has enabled them to diversify
their sources of revenue.

Average operating profit margins as a % of revenue - FY14 to FY17

Source: Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates
Note: The values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India
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Financial Overview
Ancillary revenue of leading School
groups: Like other business sectors, K12 segment schools are also increasingly
focussing on diversifying their revenue
streams and focussing on ancillary
revenue.
Owing
to
increased
competition, continuous government
intervention i.e. fee hikes, increasing

operating costs, the margins of the
schools are under huge pressure.
Therefore, many leading schools have
started focusing more on ancillary
revenue streams and as per Eldrok
Research unit, the average ancillary
revenue of those schools as a
percentage of total revenue have risen
in the range of 16% - 20%, as depicted

in the chart below. Though, currently,
only a small chunk of schools focusses
on ancillary revenues, however, it is
estimated that in coming years, more
schools are going to join the model
of ancillary revenues and peripheral
services due to rising costs and schools’
inability to raise the fee.

Average Ancillary revenue as a % of total revenue – FY14 to FY17

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates

Selling and marketing expenses of
leading school groups: As per the
annual/regulatory filings of leading
school groups, over the last 4-5 years,
the average selling and marketing
expenses as % of revenue of schools

have been in the range of 6.0% - 7.0%,
as depicted in the chart below. Although
the graph depicts that the selling and
marketing expenses as a % of revenue
have been range bound or slightly on
declining trend, but in case of a
significant number of schools, the

Average selling and marketing expenses as a % of total revenue - FY14 to FY17

absolute values represent the opposite
trend. Notably, we observed that the
selling & marketing expenses remains
up to 15.0% - 20.0% in initial few years
of a new school, but gradually starts
declining as the brand value and
visibility of the school increases.

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates
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Financial Overview
Staff expense pattern of leading
private unaided schools: According
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to the annual filings of leading school
groups, the staff expense patterns of

the schools have been in the range of
35.0% to 38.0%. The graph below
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depicts the average staff expenses of
these leading school groups from FY14
to FY18. The percentage of staff
expenses as a part of the total expenses
has been increasing due to the fact that

these schools have recruited more
teachers to improve their StudentTeacher ratio. Though most of these
school groups have been spending in
the appropriate range, there are some

school
groups
which spend 40.0% - 50.0% of their
expenses towards the staff expenses,
which is way above the industry average.

Average staff expenses as a % of total expense - FY14 to FY18

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates
Note: FY18(E) - Estimated, the values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India
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Education Briefs - International
Springboardraised $11millionfromReachCapitalina fundinground
Springboard, a San Francisco based edtech
company has raised $11 million in a Series A
funding round. The funding round was led by
Reach Capital along with other participants
like Pearson Ventures and International
Finance Corporation. Springboard is an
online education company that provides
short term courses in the field of data
science, data analytics artificial intelligence
etc. Springboard has also partnered with
Microsoft, that will help them to get

educational content and access to its tools.
“We will use this funding to grow our Indian
presence
with
more courses in
design
and
software
engineering
and
continue
our
expansion
into
additional
geographies,”
said,
Vivek
Kumar,

Springboard India’s Managing Director. This
funding makes the total raised fund of the
company to $20 million.
The company would use
the raised funds to
expand their operations
in more cities and add
few more professional
courses.

HackerRankacquires edtechcompanyMimir
Coding edtech company, HackerRank has
acquired
a
cloud
based platform for
computer
science
courses
“Mimir”.
Mimir is an Indiana
based edtech startup
that helps students to
learn coding courses in
computer science with
the help of high quality educational content.

Universities like Michigan State University,
Illinois
Institute of
Technology
and Finger
Lakes
Community
College are
associated
with Mimir
to help their students learn coding. This

acquisition would help HackerRank to create
computer science classroom programs,
which will help students to learn practical
and
real-world
programming.
The
acquisition would also enable HackerRank to
approach developers at the earlier stage of
their education. The acquisition amount is
yet to be disclosed. Earlier in 2018,
HackerRank had raised $30 million in a
funding round.

Chinese MOOC Platform XuetangX raised over $14 Million in Series B Round Led by Muhua Capital

Beijing-based online learning platform
XuetangX has raised over $14 million in a
Series B round of financing led by

investment firm Muhua Capital. XuetangX’s
existing shareholders Gaorong Capital and
Redpoint China Ventures also participated in
the new funding round. Founded by
Tsinghua University in 2013, XuetangX is the
world’s first Chinese Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOC) platform authorized to
operate edX courses in the Chinese mainland.
It offers more than 2,600 online courses
provided by best universities from across the
world, including Tsinghua University, Peking
University, Fudan University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, University of

California, Berkeley, etc. XuetangX is also
developing Chinese courses together with
institutions such as Stanford Online and
ACCA. It also has a course exchange program
with FUN France and NILE Korea. The
platform currently has over 30 million
registered users. Meanwhile, the company
plans to use the proceeds of the new round
for research and development of AI
applications in education, introduction of
quality courses, and exploration of a new
online education model.

EdtechX Holdings announces US$535m edtech deal with China’s Meten Education
The world’s first listed education and
education technology SPAC (Special Purpose
Acquisition Company) EdtechX Holdings has
announced a unique agreement with Meten
Education’s (China) digital platform Likeshuo.
Likeshuo, which is Shenzhen based company,
teaches Chinese to the children of 5-17 age.
The platform requires native-speaking
teachers who commit 20 hours of instruction
per week to the learners. The new US$535m
deal will see the launch of Meten EdtechX,

which will be listed on Nasdaq and will focus
on providing English and some more future
skills training for a growing market of
students and young professionals. The
companies plan to raise up to US$100m to
fund ambitious growth plans, including
market consolidation in China and the roll
out of Meten’s existing omnichannel
distribution platform, combining digital
delivery and strategic retail presence, across
a market of more than 600 cities in China.
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Indonesia’s Online Education Provider HarukaEdu Raises Series C Funding to
Expand its Platform
Jakrata based HarukaEdu, which provides
online higher education, recently raised
funding with an undisclosed amount from a
US based global trading firm SIG. The round
also saw participation from AppWorks, GDP
Venture and Gunung Sewu Kencana, and
HarukaEdu's existing backer Samator
Education. Speaking about the company and
its mission, Novistiar Rustandi, CEO,
HarukaEdu, said, “We aim to achieve the
same learning outcome compared to regular
offline training, yet reducing the number of

working
hour
spent
on
training by 50%,
offering
companies
potential savings
of millions USD
per
year.”
HarukaEdu says
it now works with more than 15 higher
education institution partners in Indonesia,
offering over 20 accredited online and

blended
learning
degree
programs. The company plans to
use the new funds to support its
expansion into B2B services
through its corporate online
training
platform,
besides
bolstering its lifelong learning
platform,
Pintaria.com,
for
Indonesian
working
adults
looking to upskill and reskill.

Sqore rebrands as House of Education
With a vision to solidify the position in
Education
Industry,
Sweden-based
international student placement platform
Sqore will be rebranding itself as House of
Education. Pernilla Carlström, the CEO said
the new branding is being done to highlight
the commitment of the company towards
the education industry and to focus on a
better client servicing. Along with
ProgMatchr, ProgFindr tool is an additional

product of the company that has been
launched.
User
profile
is
being
cr

eated while using any of the mentioned
products which compares the interest,

career, ambition, content, eligibility and
educational background for the final output.
ProgFindr aims to help students in
evaluating among number of programs, it
checks the specific interest of the students
with a series of questions and allow them to
find a suitable program for them. On the
other hand, ProgMatchr matches the
student’s profile with the specific program.

China bans overseas textbooks in primary, junior high schools

China’s Ministry of Education has decided to
ban overseas textbooks for all primary and

junior high schools. However, high schools,
vocational colleges and universities can
access overseas textbooks in accordance
with regular state policies. If the provided
textbooks cannot meet the needs or
requirements, then high schools and
vocational schools can use foreign textbooks
that are translated and published by Chinese
publishing houses. The new regulation by
the Chinese government will carry out

regular checks on the disputable topics of
textbooks. According to the new regulation,
if the textbook contains any negative article
and the author has a negative social image
then, the article must be replaced or
removed from the textbooks. This step of
Chinese government
will encourage
competition among Chinese textbook
publishers as they will have monopoly
because of the ban of foreign textbooks.

pathway provider for the university and is a
high quality education provider who was
successfully started to offer master’s degree
programs under the ownership of Charles
Darwin University. New Zealand based UP
Education is one of the largest skill based
learning provider. It not only partnered with
Charles Darwin University but also with
Swinburne University of Technology, Victoria
University Wellington and University of
Tasmania, AUT University and University of
Auckland. Mark Rushworth, CEO UP

Education Group was also pleased with this
acquiring as it has brought higher education
provider of ICHM’s recognition and academic
strength.

ICHM acquired by UP Education
UP Education, an Australasian university
pathway provider has acquired Adelaidebased International College of Hotel
Management. ICHM is the only official Swiss
Hotel Association affiliate school in Australia
who is offering both undergraduate and
postgraduate
degree
in
business
management, hotel management and
hospitality management. Simon Maddocks,
Vice-chancellor of Charles Darwin University
was pleased with this as he considers UP
Education as a university which operates as a
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With an increase
in number of
students searching
for a range of
courses, first ever
cultural
scholarship
program has been
welcomed by the
Education agents of Saudi Arabia. Prince
Badr bin Abdullah bin Farhan Al-Saud, Saudi
minister of Culture had made this

announcement.
Everyone who wants to
study culture and arts
courses at international
level will also be
provided
with
the
scholarship under this
program. PhD, bachelor’s
and master’s degree
levels will be provided with the available
stream of archaeology, design, museums,
music, theatre, filmmaking, literature, visual

arts and
culinary arts.
This program will be promoting the Saudi
culture as well as catering the growing
labour needs of market. It has been keenly
observed after the announcement that the
number of search for creative arts, social
studies and media courses has been
increased. With the positive output of the
program, the global opportunities will also
be made available for KSA students.

ASD Nest program builds SEL for autistic students

In the ASD Nest Program, neuro-typical
students along with the autism spectrum

disorders students are kept under the
guidance of specially trained teachers in
New York City. A professor for special
education at Adelphi University Mr. Stephen
Shore, who has autism reported to the
publication about the program to be
effective as it focuses on the strength of the
students NYC Department of Education and
New York University launched and not the
weakness. the ASD Nest program in the year
2003 in New York City. One-on-One support
is for the students on the autism spectrum

has been allowed in each ASD Nest
classroom with two certified trainers who
are trained in special needs education.
Progress of students are examined each
week with occupational, speech and physical
therapists available with trainers. Students
are guided on emotional cues by the trainers
to prepare them well for independence as
adults.

European coding network opens campus for students
Wild Code School, one of the Major
European coding institutions is all set to
open in Dublin, capital of Ireland with a plan
to grow its branches in other parts of the
country at a later stage as well. Wild Code
School currently operates in 24 locations
across Europe with an offering of five-month
coding bootcamps which aims at bridging
skill gap in the technology sector. In coming
years, company plans to expand in different
parts of Ireland including Cork and Galway

with an increased intake from 45 to 300 in
number.
Seeing
the
ongoing
growth in
demand
of skilled manpower in Ireland, Anna
Stépanoff,
organisation’s
international
founder selected the city as she mentioned
during the speak of opening function. Since

Ireland has huge demand of updated skilled
workers, as it has been a
cluster for international tech
companies for a number of
years and so, is the demand
of
employers
which
will
eventually be creating more opportunities
for all was further added by the founder.

Canadaremoves biometricsexemptionfor in-countryint’l students
In the series of
updates from the
department of
Immigration,
Refugees
and
Canada
Citizenship
Government, the
latest notification was the exemption of
biometrics for the students already in
Canada. As a part of application process,

International students will now have to
travel to any one of the country’s 56 Service
Canada locations to get their process
completed and the same is also
applicable for the students who wanted

to get their permit extended. This has to be
done only by those who has not got their
biometrics taken by the IRCC in the last 10
years. Although, it is an increased
expenditure for the concerned students who
has now to pay an extra of C$85 with the
basic of C$150 as a part of their processing
fee for the study permit. As per Canadian
Ministries, this activity of finger print and
photo collection for an identification of an
individual is one of the most reliable method
to be recognised.
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Outlier, a New York based edtech company
has raised $11.7 million in a Series A funding
round. The funding round was led by GSV
Ventures along with participation from
Tectonic Capital, Jackson Square Ventures
and Harrison Metal. Outlier is an education
company that offers online university level

courses. The lectures are delivered by some
most renowned educators across the world.
Currently, Outlier online courses only on
calculus and psychology. The courses are
delivered by faculty from universities like
Cornell, MIT and Yale. The average duration
of the course is 14 weeks and costs around

$400 per
course. This
funding makes the total funding of the
company as $16 million till date. This raised
fund would help Outlier to develop more
courses on different subjects and expand
their presence in other states of America.

Jolt raises $14.1 million to offer online alternative to MBA programs
An Israel based edtech startup “Jolt” has
raised $14.1 million in a Series A funding
round. The funding round was led by
Balderton Capital along with participation
from Hillsven Capital and Octopus Ventures.
Jolt offers online learning programs on
business and marketing topics that are
especially designed for MBA students. “We
have a thorough streaming process for hiring
lecturers so we only use the very best talent,
and at the end of each lesson, students rate

the content and delivery to create a
constant feedback loop that ensures quality
and value for money for our students,” said,
Roei Deutsch, Co-founder and CEO, Jolt. The
average duration of the program is 8 months
to 24 months, which roughly costs $230 per
month. The company will use the raised
funds to expand their program offering
other part of the world that will majorly
include U.K and U.S.

Edquity raises $2.4 million in a funding round led by ECMC Foundation
Edquity, a New York based edtech startup
has raised $2.4 million in a seed funding
round. The funding round was led by ECMC
Foundation along with other participants like
Omidyar Network, Spring Point Partners,
Michelson 20MM etc. This makes the total
funding of the company as $4 million.
Edquity helps students to ask for emergence
aid from their institution, which helps to
resolve their problem by answering dozens
of questions designed. “The goal is to create

get streamlined access to emergency
support. We do not intend to replace
resources. We want to increase access to
those resources,” said, Helene, CEO, Edquity.
The app can award an aid upto $500 at an
average within 48 hours of approval request.
The funding would help the company to
grow its platform and help more and more
students to fulfil their dreams.
a digital one-stop shop where students can

Trump signs spending bill, includes $1.3B increase in education funding
The Bipartisan Budget Package includes an
increment of
1.3
Billion
Dollars
for
education and
has
been
signed
by
President
Donald Trump
after passing
his
senate
vote. Out of 1.4 Trillion Dollars budget

approved by House from the federal funding
package, $1.3 billion
increase in overall
spending on education
is observed when
compared to previous
fiscal years. Spending
amount for the federal
Charter
Schools
Program remains the
same with a budget of
$440 million where as an extra of $25 million

is there for Preschool Development Grant
and $550 million increase is for Head Start
and Early Head Start. This increment is made
possible because of increase in federal early
learning and childcare programs which is
over $1 billion. Under IDEA there has been an
additional grant of $410 million along with
the increase in Title I funding by $450 million
in the bipartisan deal which will further be
heading to senate for final signature by
President Trump as suggested by the White
House.
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Institution Profile

Educon International School, Baner - Pune
A 21st Century school adapting a New Paradigm of Education

Introduction

Ranked amongst TOP 5 innovative teaching schools in India by Education World
Grand Jury awards and Ranked no. 1 in Maharashtra under the ICSE Parameter
wise for ‘Co-Curricular Education` by EducationToday, Educon International School,
Baner is successfully implementing the concept of “Living School” by imparting its
curriculum for excellence following Holistic well-being pedagogy and education for
global citizenship. Holistic Well-being approach is practiced by leaving behind the
hypertrophy of mind and harmoniously develop all dimensions of students like
Emotional, Physical, Intellectual and Creative. EIS is recognized as a school demonstrating extra ordinary capability
to break away from rote learning and adapt pedagogies which encourage development of students’ creative thinking,
collaborative and problem solving skills by many educational platforms and eminent educationists.

MISSION:
Purpose of education imparted at EIS is to enable each student to be a successful learner, a confident individual,
a responsible citizen and an effective contributor. Our Qualified, creative, competent staff, comprehensive
curriculum for excellence and student centric safe learning environment shall develop in students the zest to be
lifelong learners.

Campus Facilities:
To complement innovation in Academics EIS provides state of the
art campus and infrastructure. Campus is made very safe and secure
with the help of multiple CCTV's covering all the school areas and
classrooms. Access control doors restricts the unauthorized access
of any individual within school premises. Students learn in
temperature controlled classrooms with innovative learning
equipments like personalized tablets and Digital content. Excellent
library, STEM Lab (a true blend of science, technology, engineering
& math), Computer Lab, Music/Dance/Art room, Enrichment Zones
(Indoor Sports room, Activity Room, Soft Gym) , A huge Sports
Ground leave no stone unturned in providing the best to all
students. A canteen offering delicious, hygienic and nutritious food
gives plethora of options in diet. 24X7 Security personnel and a
unique Parent on Campus policy (where a Parent is invited to be in school and experience school activities for the
whole day) eventually makes a parent confident and strengthens their trust in the safe and secure environment of
the school. Initiatives like Mystery Reader and Parent in a Classroom makes parents as partners. GPS, RFID and
Camera enabled School buses takes care of safe commuting.
Personalised learning is ensured in EIS by keeping Optimal Student-Teacher ratio in class. Well defined learning
outcomes integrates experiential and project based learning which adds impetus and strengthens conceptual
learning which enables to better understand a concept and move away from rote method of memorization. The new
age learning concept of Explore, Engage and Experience is put to practice in EIS.

Institution Profile
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Pedagogical
Model
of
“Flipped
Classroom” enables students to take up the video lessons of
the study topics at their own pace as revision in comfort of their
home and to a suitable depth of understanding. The use of “3D
Learning” in the classroom offers enormous potential as a tool in
teaching and learning. While the TED-Ed Clubs in school presents its
students the hands-on opportunity to enhance their presentation
and public speaking skills that will be vital, a School Radio Station
run by the students and for the students helps to express their views
and build their confidence whether it is discussing important issues
or sharing ideas.
21st Century Life Skill Education blended in the syllabi gives an edge
to all EIS students to participate and engage in real-life scenarios.
Global School Partnership and Connecting India programs
provides an exposure to students to interact with their
counterparts across the globe and within India. This Project based
Learning avenues make them aware of global and domestic
issues and equips them with skill and knowledge to be an Active
Global Citizen.
At EIS, we believe “Teachers Make the Difference”. Hence,
continuous professional development workshops are frequently
organized to keep our teachers updated to the latest trends in teaching pedagogies. These are many times delivered
by renowned International Facilitators. EIS teachers have also been honoured and appreciated by conferring upon
them Teachers Glory awards and Teacher par excellence award at World Education Summit 2019 and by IIHM, Pune
respectively.

School is recognized by International Associations and received many awards and accolades in the category
of Best School in Pune West, Hygiene and cleanliness, Innovative Teaching, Pedagogical Innovation, TOP
100 schools in India, Excellence in advanced Skill development program and Global school champion.
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VISION:
EIS seeks to prepare students for life and active participation in a global multicultural society by
developing in them knowledge and understanding of the world while retaining the traditional Indian
Values.







E - Excellence in all Aspects of School
D - Dedication in Imparting Quality Education
U - Unique Innovative Concepts of Teaching Pedagogies
C - Commitment towards Building a Nation
O - Optimistic Approach towards Learners
N - Nurturing Young Minds with Care and Affection

Chairman’s Message
EIS is a progressive Living School which is child - centred, co-educational, private school committed to providing International
standard quality education. EIS follows the ICSE curriculum integrated with Education for Global Citizenship. At EIS our focus is
on creating Learning Environments that are innovative and enriching adding
impetus to learn with joy and pleasure, which are the most powerful driving
forces behind learning. Our Curriculum for Excellence offers inspiring
pedagogical activities that engage children to learn without constrains or
pressure. This makes us direct all our teaching and learning strategies to
recognize children's multiple intelligences along with care and individualized
attention, nurture children to grow their potential and most importantly
develop lasting values and strength of character all while preparing them to
face the challenges of living in a global society. Our exceptionally talented and
dedicated Teachers and Staff are the building blocks for our school's
excellence. Our Teachers are our strength who works diligently to implement
the "Curriculum for Excellence" within the framework of "Living School" and
stay abreast of latest technological advances and teaching learning
pedagogies by participating in continuous Professional development programs.
We also welcome you to share your talents, passion, profession and culture in
collaboration with our teaching team. Educon International School is defining
a new type of education.

Mr. Nikhil Wagh

EIS offers programs from Toddlers to STD X and prepare students for ICSE (Indian Certificate of Secondary Education)
Examinations.
With all this and more, EIS is has emerged as a 21st Century school adapting a New Paradigm of Education.

For Admission:
Contact 8087007545/46
Educon International School
Off. Pancard Club Road, Pune
www.educoninternationalschool.com

Institution Profile
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The Green Acres Acadmy, Wagholi, Pune

Introduction
The Acres Foundation is an educational
think tank that brings together the
finest educators to chart out new
pathways in education. We leverage
innovations in teaching from around
the world that have a solid basis in
learning science, proven efficacy in the

classroom and substantiation from top
academics from across the world, to
create the next generation of
educational approaches that work for
the Indian context. The Acres
Foundation is the team behind the
highly acclaimed The Green Acres

Academy, Mumbai’s top emerging
school, which has expanded to 3
campuses across Mumbai and Pune.

Managing Director’s Message
In 2005 The National Curricular Framework of India (NCF) stated a clear expectation for
teachers to move away from teacher- centered instructional approaches to studentcentered learning that involved children in “active engagement through inquiry,
exploration, questioning, debates, application and reflection, leading to theory building
and the creation of new ideas”. The report also heavily focused on the importance of
facilitating peer interactions to promote learning.
Unfortunately, despite this across the country teachers in school continue to adopt
traditional methods of teachers directed instruction. Lecturing, along with the chalk and
talk method, continue to be the dominant teaching strategy used and teachers spend a
large amount of classroom time in rote learning and learning methods such as copying
content from textbooks onto the chalkboard and then asking students to copy the same
into their notebooks. This method of instruction encourages passive individual listening,
writing and response, as opposed to collaboration and discussion, asserts that much focus in Indian schools is on theory and
encouraging role learning without a basic understanding.

Mr. Rohan Parekh
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Our Approach of Learning
At TGAA, our daily progress is illuminated by
our unique approach – a series of guiding
principles and processes that ensure children
explore every facet of their capabilities, and
benefit maximally from their education.
Created by the The Acres Foundation – a
leading educational think-tank comprising

some of India’s finest educators – the 8-4-8™
approach guides our areas of focus, curricula,
outcomes and teaching methodologies.
Deeply ingrained in the school culture and
ethos, every new teacher, staff member and
parent is inducted in this approach, so that
stakeholders can work together as a team.

Inclusion
and
counselling program

Many children face issues that include
hyperactivity
and
distractibility,
and

emotional
and
behavioral
problems that can affect their
performance at school. Our
inclusion and counseling programs
work at 3 levels to ensure that no
child is left behind, allowing each
child to feel accepted, valued and
confident. TGAA has two highly
skilled teams that assess and
intervene with students with
concerns: the SPMT (School
Progress Management Team) works with

students that are behind in early literacy
skills, while the SEN (Special Needs
Department) is responsible for helping at-risk
students with academic and interpersonal
mentoring, making decisions regarding
student assessments, and providing sensitive
and coordinated response to students
personally impacted by behaviors.

A school that’s constantly evolving
At TGAA we believe if you aren’t moving
forward, you are falling behind. That applies
to our school as a whole. As an institution,

we reflect monthly, and annually on our
learnings and seek to improve and upgrade
our systems every year. We use national, and
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Mitcon international School (MIS), Pune
About MIS

MITCON International School is a private,
progressive, innovative, child centered,
co-educational English medium school,
committed
to
providing
quality
education to all students. The school
offers
Pre-primary,
Primary
and
Secondary Education. The school strives

From

Principal’s

to provide high quality education
programs with an emphasis on creating
learning
environments
that
are
innovative and enriching. MITCON
International School aims at providing
Global
Education
with
holistic
development at affordable fees.

holistic and harmonious development of
a child in all aspects, be it social,
academic or athletic. Our new age
approach to education embodies the
true spirit of unlocking the child’s
potential. Our priority is engraining
strong moral values in children which
will guide them towards success in life.
Our school has a Robotics lab to help
the students hone their tech savvy skills.
Our Sports Department encourages
children
to
inculcate
healthy
competitive spirit in a truly graceful
manner. The Art, Music & Dance
departments make the students explore
their interests and talents. German
language is taught to students keeping
in view the globalization that is
occurring at a fast pace. We at MITCON

strive to make our children all-rounders
with impeccable skills and etiquettes.

psychological and physical progress. It
teaches the children life abilities like
solidarity, leadership and perseverance.
At MIS we offer Cricket, Football,
Basketball,
Skating,
Taekwondo,

Gymnastics and Chess as sports club
activities. Our state of the art outdoor
facilities for sports are Skating ring,
Basketball court, Football field and
Cricket pitch.

Desk

MITCON International School promotes

Ms. Monika Chhabra
Sports Activities at MITCON
The importance of sports and games
in school encompasses more than just
the benefit of physical activity. It
increases self-esteem and mental
attentiveness. It leads to composed
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Extra-Curricular Activities conducted at School







Green lungs was celebrated at MIS with sapling plantation by all grades with the objective of sensitizing the students
towards Mother nature.
The 73rd Independence Day was witnessed at MITCON International School with utmost exuberance.
The students of MITCON International School celebrated the popular Goan festival Sao Joao with great zeal.
Keeping in mind the importance of a Cartoon character in young student’s life, MITCON International School organized the
‘Role Play Competition’ (Cartoon Characters) for the students of Pre-Primary.
Students develop their life skills by doing various assignments under SEWA (Social Empowerment Through Work & Action)
A very informative session was conducted by staff members of Microsoft Office Specialist World Championship at MITCON
International School

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS

Swaraj Bhondave of Grade 7 stood 1st in 10m Air Pistol Shooting competition in Sakal Schoolympics.
Mohor Kulkarni of Sr.kg won two medals in Pune District Roller skating championship.
Age group 5 – 7, Gold medal in 400m speed inline Silver medal in 600m speed inline
Sahil Vaswani of Grade 6 & Daiwik Patil of Grade 5 made a new record by skating for 61 minutes continuously at
.
a competition which was held on 4th Nov at Maharashtra Mandal, Pune.
 Malhar Ranjan Das of Sr Kg had participated in the Karate state level championship arranged in Pune on 8th
September 2019 & was awarded with bronze medal in 5-6 years category.
 Shlok.R.Zanwar of Grade 4 of MITCON International School participated in BFA Cricket- Goa-U/12 (conducted
between 10 – 15 May’19) and was awarded as Best Batsman.
63
Education
India
| December
2019
 Aashutosh
Bhargava
of Grade
1 scored 9th zonal rank in NSO 2019.
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Outlook of the Sector- AR and VR in education
Overview of AR and VR in Education:
Extended reality is no longer just a part of scifi movies. Virtual Reality has made its impact
in the past few years, with augmented reality
and mixed reality being used more often in
real-world applications. The technology is
becoming more adaptable than ever
imagined. The future of learning and
workplace training is connected to learning
technology. As technology becomes more
omnipresent and affordable, education
sector is becoming another source of
revenue for XR companies. Currently, the
most popular types of XR are augmented
reality, virtual reality, and mixed reality. VR
can be used to communicate lots of things,
from history to human structure.
Let us know the difference between AR and
VR. “Augmented Reality” is a technology in
which a computer-generated layer is formed

over the images, sounds and text we see in
the actual world. AR provides a digital
element to a live view. One of the most
popular way, the AR has penetrated everyday
life is through mobile games.
In 2016, the AR game
'Pokémon
Go'
became
popular worldwide, with over
100 million estimated users.
And it ended up making more
than $2.0 billion, According
to Forbes. “Virtual Reality” is
a technology which provides
us a three dimensional,
computer
generated
environment, which can be
explored by a person. VR
takes us into a completely
different world as VR objects

shut out the physical world. For example,
instead of teaching history to students in a
traditional manner, students can take classes
through AR and VR and go back in time and

see events unfold in front of them.

Role of Augmented and Virtual Reality in education:

VR & AR is the vision of the future education
system. Classroom learning is undergoing
changes at an exceptional rate. Technology is
stepping into classroom learning, while
providing interactive elements to students.

VR learning offers a substitute to
students who face difficulties in learning.
There are some students who find it
problematic to understand, what they
are being taught and might easily give
up on their studies. However, virtual
reality offers them an alternative way to
simplify the difficulties in understanding
what they are taught. This technology
will provide a boost to students to
improve their overall grades. Today’s
children are already familiar with the
changing
technologies,
that’s
why
computerized tools and apps are making
sense in classroom learning. AR/VR will act as
an additional support to teachers. The

technology will cover every concept in detail.
For example, a student wants to see how
does human digestive system works. They
can see the whole digestion process in a
virtual world by wearing the VR headsets.
According to a survey in the marketing
students, 87% of students are more likely to
attend lecture when they are introduced
with technology and 72 % of them are more
likely to interact with teachers. Digital
learning content, online assessments and
projectors, these kinds of technologies are
making their mark on K-12 segment of Indian
education.

gamification, AR, and VR in learning. Earlier
in 2018, AjnaLens, India’s first own AR
headset, rolled out one of the
world’s most advanced 3D
mapping systems, where
digital holograms seamlessly
integrated with the outside
environment. So, if a part of
the structure is being
dissected or an organ is being
examined, it feels real and

immersive.

VR and AR in India:
Virtual labs, social media platforms, virtual
and augmented reality tools are being
implemented in India to provide experiential
learning. Experiential learning methods, the
use of artificial intelligence in education, and
personalized learning methods are some of
the major trends, which will continue to
transform the Indian education system in
2019 as well. The Indian educators are
concentrating on implementing experiential
learning by engaging students with
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Outlook of the Sector- AR and VR in education
VR and AR outside India
Even though technology is yet to make its
mark in the Indian education market but it’s
already a part of education curriculum. Many
countries like Australia, U.S.A are using VR
headsets to take their students on virtual
foreign trips. For example, a geography
teacher is taking the students to a virtual trip,
which is providing them a unique visual
experience of the real world. VR is being used
in elementary, secondary and high school

and it also helps in providing vocational
training. By studying through VR, students
are getting the reality of being in an
unfamiliar working environment. A medical
student can experience the whole procedure
of minor as well as major surgeries of any
body part. Learners do best learn in a better
way by having experience, whether it’s
learning how to play a sport, a musical

instrument or do a cardiac surgery. VR is
making this dream come true.

Top companies using AR and VR to enhance education:
a California based game development
company helps students to make creative
ideas into enveloping realities, creating new
education technology for learning apps,
games and simulations.

1. Google Expeditions: US based company
take students on field trips via AR and VR,
allowing students to travel the world without
ever leaving the classroom. For example,
Google is currently selling its Expedition Kits,

4. Labster VR:

The digital program includes over 1,300 3D
and AR models with over 700 lessons to
teach them. STEM. Students can learn new
concepts easily with AR and VR technology.

which provides equipment for teacher and
students at $10,000. Currently, it is expensive
but the prices will drop as this technology
enters the mainstream market.

Labster, a USA based
company offers a realistic lab experience that
anyone can access to perform experiments in
a risk-free environment. The VR labs provide
opportunities, which are not available in real
labs i.e. the ability to zoom in to view life
science at a molecular level, missions that
connect the science to real life situations,
and the ability to alter time to make
experiments quicker, and to go back in time
to fix an error.

2. Lifeliqe: The technology is enhanced with
3D models, so science learning can be visual,
hands-on, interactive and fun for students.

3. Unity Technologies: Unity Technologies,

Scope and opportunities of AR and VR
Educators are not only interested in
this technology; they are also
planning to invest heavily in these
projects. According to Forbes, reports
from Goldman Sachs estimate that
roughly $700 million will be invested
in AR and VR applications in
education sector by 2025. Another
report predicts that America USA will
have virtual reality classroom
learning of 60% in their higher
education institutions. Whatever
might happen, entertainment will
remain the primary source of AR and

global VR market was valued at
$2.2 billion in 2016 and is
expected to grow to $26.89
billion by the year 2022.
Recently, a leading chinese tech
company, Tenest, has released
a report, where they found that
there
are
3,00,000
AI
researchers and practitioners in
the world but the market
demand for such developers is
in millions.
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Outlook of the Sector- AR and VR in education
Challenges of AR and VR in education
entirely different from reality. For example,
when we watch a 7D movie, we see ghosts,
animals sitting next to us but in reality it’s
just a cybernetic world we see. Therefore, we
can say that AR/VR technology lacks realism.

1. Expensive: AR and VR headsets are very
costly as they have the most advanced
technology designed in them. Every school
cannot afford to install this technology at
their school campuses. VR also has some
elements of complexity that most schools in
India aren’t trained to use to tech concepts
through VR, every student must have the VR
headsets with them and minimum cost of a
VR headset is $ 200.

4.Students may get disorientated at
first: There are many students in India who

2. Time consuming: Teaching concepts or
lessons through text books do not consume
much time, but when the same concept is
taught through AR/VR, it becomes time
consuming as this technology takes the
learner to a different virtual world which
would have detailed description for every
little thing. Teaching in traditional manner
saves a lot of time as one teacher can
connect to every student present in the class.

3. Lack of realism: As we all know that
AR/VR takes us into a virtual world, which is

have never witnessed AR/VR technology. So
for many students it will be a new thing with
which they are not so familiar. In the
beginning students may get confused with
this technology as it comprises of some
multifaceted elements.

5. Dizziness and eye soreness: Students
may get easily addicted to AR/VR headsets
which may lead to many health diseases.
Excessive use of these headsets may harm
the vision of students. Short term eye strain
is very common in using these headsets.
Students who are prone to motion sickness
may feel dizziness even if they use these
headsets for very short duration.

Conclusion
Technology around the world is changing
rapidly. What’s new today may become
obsolete tomorrow. Thus, future of
technology is unpredictable. The same thing
applies for education. AR/VR concept in
education may fully change the method of
teaching and understanding. AR/VR in
education will provide an interactive
learning environment for students. It will
also eliminate language barrier as students
can understand the same lessons in
different languages. Although these
technologies have not made their mark on
e-learning industry so far, the sustained
growth of global markets for AR and VR is a
promising sign. Moreover, the increasing
investment in AR and VR indicate significant
potential for future growth. Global
investment in VR technology touched a
record height of $3 billion in 2017, which is
nearly three times higher than that of 2015.

We hope to see many schools in India using
VR headsets or having virtual labs installed
at their campuses. Keeping the latest trends
in mind, educators could create alternative
methods of experience by introducing

gamification and virtual labs that will assist
students to conduct and simulate
experiments that are based on the realworld phenomenon.
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